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-oard extends DiGiorgio's contract
by Eileen B. Jones
News Writer
During the Board ofTrustees meeting on Friday, the
Board extended President
DiGiorgio's contract for five
years, until June 30,1999.
In addition, the Board is
looking for ways to compensate for a decrease in state funding.
The state is giving out $12
million less to state schools

than it did last year.
Winthrop's decrease in funds
will be proportional with the
other schools who receive funding from the state.
Whether or not tuition and
room and board will increase
remains to be seen.
"It looks probable that
there will be a tuition increase,
but we won't know until Winthrop gets its budget," Gina
Carroll Howard, assistant director of university relations,

said.
If tuition does get raised,
the school will use the higher
education price index as a
guide.
Howard said room and
board prices could also go up.
The Board of Trustees will use
the consumer price index as a
guide to determine how much
it will raise costs.
The Board of Trustees also
decided at their meeting to cut
the amountof insurance cover-

age on campus buildings.
Howard said that many other
colleges have done this because
the possibility of a building being 100 percent destroyed is
unlikely.
The
buildings
on
Winthrop's campus were originally covered 100 percent. The
insurance coverage has been
reduced to 80 percent.
"This will save Winthrop
$65,000 over a three year period," Howard said.

Another cost cutting move
made by the Board of Trustees
is the refinancing of student
housing revenue bonds at a
lower rate.
Howard said that Winthrop will save $43,000 over
the remaining length of the
bonds.
During their meeting, the
board also approved the architects for the new math and
science complex that is to be
built.

Computer problem
halts registration
by Jessica Brown
Editor

Photo by Rob Ouzts

Outdoor studies

Dr. Seymour Simmons' Art Education for the Classroom Teacher class meets outside of
Rutledge last week. They enjoyed the sun and were trying to get away from distractions
going on inside.

Early registration for Fall
1994 semester was halted Monday due to a problem with a
computer data file.
Seniors and juniors, who
were supposed to register Monday and Tuesday, were asked
to leave their forms with the
Registration office. Registration for sophomores and freshmen will be held on Wednesday
and Thursday next week, respectively, at the same times
originally scheduled.
The problem occurred in the
student information system
computer network. Director of
Administrative Systems and
Programming Sheila Chance
said for the last two years Winthrop has been undergoing a
conversion in dealing with student records, including registration, billing and the financial resource center. The first

registration period to run on
the new system was early registration last April, she said.
The system was updated
in lateMarch, Chance said and
a test program was run for
three or four days. A problem
was found Thursday and the
entire studentinformation system was shut down.
"We have worked literally
20 hours a day since Thursday
to try and fix it," Chance said.
At first, the problem was
thought to lie in the software
itself. Some changes were
made and some minor problems fixed and they thought
the system was up and ready
to go, she said.
While testing the program
once again over the weekend,
it was discovered that the problem was with a data file and
not in the software.
Chance's office is now
See COMPUTERS, pg. 5

Appieberry to speak Lowery's lawyer pleads her innocence
at spring graduation
But, he said, "If she is acquitted, she will be reinstated
with back pay, without prejuControversy continues to dices."
In addition, he asked that
grow in the ongoing Tina
all claims would be dropped
Loweiy investigation.
Thomas McDow, Lowery's against he/ . She would then
attorney, is asking that charges
McDow also said, in the
be pressed or dropped against
absence of any hearings,
Lowery.
In a statement released to Loweiy would willingly take a
all news media last week, Polygraph test which would
McDow said he is willing to go attempt to determine whether
to court to prove Lowery's in- or not she was telling the truth
about the alleged charges.
nocence.
Loweiy still continues to
"It is the intention of Ms.
Lowery to exhaust all adminis- maintain her innocence.
McDow said Lowery never
trative proceedings for reinstatement to her position with made any sworn statements
Winthrop University," McDow about the fact that she make
any unauthorized grade
said.
McDow said she should ei- changes, or had the intent to do
ther be charged with criminal so.
She did not admit to failing
wrongdoing or should be reinstated to her original posi- to take appropriate measures
of
insuring
the confidentiality
tion.
by Sam Mosher
News Writer

by Alvln McEwen
Staff Writer
James B. Appieberry,
president of the American Association ofState Colleges and
Universities,
will
be
Winthrop's commencement
speaker on Saturday, May 7
at 11 a.m.
Appieberry said he has a
deep commitment to the belief
that the nation's economic future, national security and the
education of the individual are
inextricably linked.
"The underdeveloped intelligence and ability of even
one person in our nation is a
tragedy," Appieberry said. "
As well as a tragic denial of
the person's ability to control

his or her own destiny."
Before becoming president of the group, Appieberry
was active in AASCU since
1977 and served as the chair
of the committee on research,
the nominating committee and
the committee on policies and
purposes.
In addition, he was the
president of Northern Michigan University for eight years
and Pittsburgh State University in Kansas for seven years.
Appieberry was also vicechair of the National Center
for Education Statistics Advisory Council and has served
on the NCAA Presidents Commission. Appieberry and his
wife, Patricia, are the parents
of two sons.
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ofher password either, he said.
In the statement, he asked
Winthrop officials to provide
him with these statements
that the school claims she
made, as well as sworn statements the school said they
have from students which implicate Loweiy in wrongdoings.
McDow said each party
will be bound by the result and
neither party will be subjected
to further legal proceedings regardless of the result.
Charges have yet to be
pressed against Lowery, but
several allegations have been
brought up against her.
The allegations include
grade tampering and Veteran's
Administration violations.
McDow said the Veteran
Administration record's handling procedures werenotwith
in the scope of the investigation.

Do you love talk shows?
You'll love page 14.
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NOW sponsors
rape crisis forum
Frank Stewart
Staff Writer
Many organizations are
getting involved to educate college students what to do if they
or someone thpy know is the
victim of a sexual crime during
April, which is sexual assault
awareness month.
On Wednesday, April 6, the
Winthrop chapter of the National Organization for Women
held a rape forum to increase
the students' awareness ofthis
growing problem. With several guest speakers, the forum
aimed to educate the audience
with statistics and the laws
regarding the prosecution of
sexual assault offenders.
Carol Dodson, from the Crisis Center, part of Counseling
Serviceshere at Winthrop, was
among the speakers at the forum. The Crisis Center provides individual counseling as
well as group counseling for
victims of sexual misconduct.

The center works closely with
Public Safety and Crawford
Health Center, especially in
cases of rape.
Dodson said about 85 percent of rapes on college campuses are committed by someone the victim knows. About
60 percent of these rapes happen on the first date. Also, a
vast majority of rapes; 75-90
percent on college campuses
involve alcohol use by one or
both parties.
She said an overwhelming
number of these rapes will not
be reported, because the victims feel violated, ashamed and
many feel scared to confide in
someone. This is one of the
worst things a victim of any
sexual crime can do. Many
victims feel that they some how
deserved to be raped and many
do not consider what happened
to them rape.
"Rape is not a crime of
passion," Dodson said. "Rape
is a crime of violence acted out

m o w oy Amy roweii

The band One 3 four plays at the shack at the NOW party on Friday night.
in a sexual way."
more about rape."
phy
„ . A d i e ^ H e r from the Rape
Fullergave the exact, legal
Lisa Jefferson of the
Crisis Center of York County definitions for rape and for Prosecutor's Office in York
was also a speaker at the fo- sexual assault. Rape is sexual prosecutes sex crime offenders
rum. Fuller s mam topic of penetration through the use of for York County. She explained
discussion was that education force or the threat of force, the different degrees of crimiis very important in the fight Sexual assault can range from nal sexual conduct in South
against acts of sexual violence, unwanted touching and inde- Carolina. Prison terms for sex
Education according to Puller, cent exposure to sexual harass- offenders range from 10-30
Dispels myths, presents facts ment and forcing someone to
and helps people understand pose for or look at pornograSee NOWpg. 5

problem!
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Mass communication, theatre
departments host banquets
by Sam Mosher
News Writer
Outstanding students will
be recognized in two departmental banquets this month.
The department of mass
communication banquet will be
held Wednesday, April 13 at.
6:30 p.m.
The banquet began six
years ago to recognize and
award student excellence in the
department.
Assistant professor ofmass
communication, Marilyn
Sarow said her public relations
class ar.d the broadcast class
put the show together.
"It's formally being called
Inside Addition," Sarow said.
"The theme is built around
moving into Johnson.

"The students put together
the posters, the invitations and
the menu," she said. "It is really their program."
"There will be awards given
out to the various publication
staffs and communication
groups as well as for overall
student achievements," Sarow
said.
Haney Howell, assistant
professor of mass communication, said, in addition to the
recognition one receives, the
outstanding senior award also
looks good on the resume.
"We look for more than
grade point average, we also
look for an all-around effort,"
Howell said.
The School of Visual and
Performing Arts will be holding their fourth annual spring
awards banquet April 23.

Bette Christensen, administrative specialist for Visual
and Performing Arts, said students arc putting the show
together.
"The Dean's Advisory Committee, which is made up of
undergraduate and graduate
students, did everything for
the banquet," Christensen said.
The banquet will recognize
students in all areas of the arts.
"Their will be awards and
monetary scholarships presented to the outstanding
students," Christensen said.
Assistant Dean David
Franklin said the award winners will be chosen by the faculty based on a criteria list.
"This is a night for the students," Christensen said. "All
awards will be for students
only."

„

,

MFA Thesis exhibition
opened Sunday night

by Denlse Stubbs
News Writer

Years of hard work in
school is coming to an end for
many, especially the four
graduate students whose
work is being shown in the
Freshman cheerleader Department of Art and
Caroline Stafford said, "It went Design's Master of Fine Arts
really good. It was a long week- thesis Exhibitions.
end, but it was fun."
The artwork of the four is
Joyce Veale, assistant pro- as varied as the individuals
fessor of education, went as a
themselves.
chaperone.
Robert Blanton has used
"What they do is hard metals; Joyce Anastasiawork," Veale said. "The cheer- Caputo has used ceramic
leaders are probably in better sculptures and drawings. Elsa
shape than any other athlete. Turner has used painting and
The cheerleaders did a great drawing. Leeanna Yater has
job."
used applique and stitch.
"They represented WinThe exhibitions are in
throp well," Veale said. "Win- Rutledge Gallery II. The exthrop should be very proud of hibition has been open since
them. A track team member, Sunday April 10 and can be
the Dance Team and the viewed through May 15. The
cheerleaders are the only gallery walk through for culones that brought national tural event credit will be April
recognition to Winthrop this 17 at 1 p.m.
year."
On April 25, a reception

Cheerleaders attend nationals
by Denlse Stubbs
News Writer
The Winthrop Cheerleaders returnedfrom the National
Cheerleading Competition
Monday, April 11.
Winthrop placed in the top
12 out of the 40 schools in Division one that submitted tapes
for the competition.
The cheerleaders flew to
California for the competition
on April 7.
There were some major
delays on Saturday due to rain.
The competition was moved
from Sea World to San Diego
State University.
"The team was drained and
they were up against some really tough competition from

other schools in the division,"
Ricky Hill, cheerleader coach
said, "but they did areally good
job."
Sometime in the next few
months, "the nation will see
Winthrop University on
ESPN," Hill said.
Clips of the six squads and
other performances will be
shown.
Senior Kelly Farris has
been on the Dance Team for
four years and was asked to
go when Tonya Robinson got
hurt.
"I think it went really, really well," Farris said. "I had a
great time. I'm proud we
were able to go and compete
with the big schools that are
usually seen."

Photo by Amy Powell

Sha Dunlap and James Tarlton enjoy the exhibit.

will be held from 6:45 PM
until 8:30 p.m.
Yater said although she
has been working on "this
body of work for about a year,
a major portion of the work
was shown this semester."
"It was a difficult body of
work for me to work on, but I
had to do it," Yater said. "I
wanted to do it."
"Working as an artist
outside of the academic world
will be a challenge but exciting," Yater said.
Joyce Anastasia-Caputo
has been working on her exhibition material for the past
year.
"My work is basically derived from my relationships
to others, to myself, and to
the spiritual, or unknown
realms," Caputo said. " My
work is through the visible
and the inexplicable unseen."
"Just as nature is dynamic, so are we as human

THE CONNELLS
LIVE AT

SUD FLOOD
SATURDAY

APRIL 30
AMERICAN LEGION FAIRGROUND
NEXT TO

WINTHROP UNIVERSITY
ROCK HILL, SC
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT

803/329-5116
GATES OPEN AT 12:30
BANDS BEGIN AT 1;30

SOUTH CAROLINA'S
LARGEST ANNUAL
COLLEGE PARTY!

BY OB
/K /K /N

\ /
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News briefs Byrnes almost complete
DSU elects new program board
Dinkins Student Union has elected their 1994-95 Program Board. Congratulations come from President-Elect
Em Taylor and Vice President-Elect Brandi Poston. The
publicity committee is Josh Foster, Tumiko Picnkney and
Roxanne Spray. Graphic artists are Pam Fernandex, Jamie
Demembreum and Carmen Hartsfield. Chairs and CoChairs respectively are: Coffeehouse/Contemporary MusicMariana Fitten and Thomas Murray; Lecture/ Performing
Arts- Steve Johnson and Drico Rutledge; Special EventsHelen D. Fields and Christine Harrison; Comedy/NoveltyBryan Woods and Melissa Corn and Secretary is Kathy
Miller.

I.RS. gives tips for taxes
With only two days left to file taxes, it could be easy to
make mistakes. The I.R.S. has offered several helpful hints
to help you avoid costly and time consuming errors in your
refunds.
Get our records together and read the instructions carefully. If our personal financial situation hasn't changed
much form the precious year, you can use your last year's tax
return as a guide since the tax law has not changed significantly.
Also, do a working copy of your return in pencil, an check
all math with a calculator. After doing a final copy, double
check to ensure all entries are on the correct line.
Use the peel-off label and coded envelope that came with
your tax package. This will again decrease the chance of an
error and also speed up processing, which is especially
important if you are getting a refund.
In addition, make sure everything is correct, spelled
right, entered on the correct lines, all forms are attached and
copies of your return are made for your records.

Kiwanis Club offers scholarship
The Kiwanis Club of Rock Hill, S.C. welcomes applications for its 1994-95 Winthrop University Scholarship.
The $1,000 scholarship is available to any resident of
Rock Hill School District 3 who is a full-time Winthrop
University undergraduate student or who will enter Winthrop as a full-time freshman in the fall of 1994.
Basic criteria of applications is a 3.0 or a minimum 1000
SAT score and ranking in top one-third of high school class
for entering freshman. In addition, they must exhibit
evidence of good moral character, leadership through participation in school or campus organizations and evidence of
financial need by be a consideration for otherwise qualified
applicants.
The deadline in May 16 and applications are available
from Ann Terry, P.O. Box 11706, Rock Hill, SC 29731 or by
calling 329-7027 during the day.

Winthrop theatre presents show
Winthrop Theater presents A Lesson From Aloes, a play
by South African Athol Fugard which focuses on apartheid,
beginning Wednesday, April 13 at 8 p.m. in Johnson Hall
Studio Theatre. The play runs through Saturday, April 16.
Admission is $5 to the public and $2.50 for Winthrop
students. For reservations, call the Box Office at 323-4104.

Symphonic band performs
The Winthrop Symphonic Band will explore cultural and
stylistic diversity in its spring concert scheduled for Wednesday, April 13 at 8 p.m. in Byrnes Auditorium. The free
performance is open to the public.
The concert will open with Mexican folk songs, contemporary music and will close with a march by Robert Jager for
the U.S. Marine Corps.

Professor receives grant
Winthrop University associate professor John Reeves
has received a $4,000 summer stipend from the National
Endowment for the Humanities to trace references in religious documents to Enoch, the seventh descendant of Adam.
Reeves will be exploring references to Enoch found in
near and middle eastern religious documents. Enoch's life is
intriguing because it was believed that he never died but was
taken to heaven where he has access to man through several
texts known as the books of Enoch.
"Since we do not have copies of all the texts, this project
will function to consolidate relevant information," Reeves
said. "What I intend to do this summer is to get all the
Enochic citations between roughly 300 B.C. and 1200 A.D.
and extract them into a central location."
Later, Reeves plans to publish his findings along with
their significance.
References to the books of Enoch have been found in the
early Near and Middle East, some in the form of narrative,
others give as predictions.
"They are sometimes apocalyptic in nature and offer
prescientific views of how science works," Reeves said.

by Eileen B. Jones
News Writer

The music department may
be able to move into Byrnes as
soon as the middle of May.
The renovation of Byrnes,
which has taken about two
years, is moving at the planned
rate and is on schedule for
completion.
Bill Culp, vice president
for renovations and special
projects said the building has
been brought up to present
safety codes.
Some of the new safety features include fire doors, fire
walls, handrails on all the stairways and morefireextinguishers than were there previously.
The sidewalks have been
made handicap accessible as

well.
"Everywhere you look,
there's safety features," Culp
said.
The highlight of the building is the new reception area,
which is where people will enter the building. The new room
includes telephone booths and
ramps to make it handicap accessible.
Culp said the building also
contains other new features for
the music department. The
band room has a special ceiling
to help the acoustics.
There is an instrument repair room as well as a central
communications room. Some
of the communication devices
this room will include are a
telephone and a computer. The
building has also had exten-

sive wiring done for nrisic recordings.
Culp said offices, practice
rooms and restrooms have also
been redone.
"I think people will be
happy with the building," Culp
said. "We're real proud of it."
Another construction
project is in the works for Winthrop. This one is an addition
to the science building, Sims.
Culp said that the project
will be a much bigger one than
Byrnes.
J.P. McKee, vice president
for finance and business, said
the planned date for construction to start is September of
1995. The addition, which will
take up some ofthe gravel parking lot behind Sims, should be
finished in the summer of1997.

Hazard lights do not excuse
illegal parking in fire zones
by Rob Ouzts
Staff Writer
Charles Cauley will never
forget the day he received a
parking ticket when he was
parked outside of Thomson
Hall.
Cauley, 21, a junior from
Winnsboro, S.C., said he had
parked outside ofhis residence
hall to unload his car, and he
put on his hazard lights.
"I figured that the hazard
lights would let them know that
I would be right back," Cauley
said.
He returned a few minutes later and noticed a ticket
on the windshield of his car.
He said he was able to catch up
with the officer who had written the ticket but it didn't matter, because the officer said
the area he had parked in was
designated a fire lane.
Freshman Don Miles, 19,
said hazard lights will work

sometimes, but it depends on
the mood of the officer.
Winthrop Public Safety officer Sgt. Calvin Mullinax said,
"Students think that if their
hazard lights are on, they are
legally parked."
Mullinax, who has worked
for Winthrop Public Safety for
10 years, said students like to
park next to a yellow curb with
the hazard lights on and that is
why they get ticketed.
According to the South
Carolina Code of Laws, parking next to a yellow curb is a
violation of article 56-5-2530,
which states that a vehicle cannot stop, stand or park in an
area designated no parking.
Winthrop has designated
the yellow curbed areas on campus as fire lanes and that in
itselfresults in numerous parking violations daily, Mullinax
said.
Parking in a designated
no parking area carries a $5

fine for the first offense, and
each time a person is cited the
fine increases, Mullinax said.
The main areas on campus where students can be seen
with their hazard lights on are
the curbs outside of Phelps,
Richardson, Wofford and
Tillman, said Margaret R. Jordan, director of Public Safety
at Winthrop.
"Students think they could
park in the lake if they have
their hazard lights on," Jordan
said. "I've seen hazard lights
blink until they won't blink
anymore."
Jordan, who has been the
director of Public Safety for six
years, said students don't understand hazard lights are for
emergencies only.
Freshman
Brandy
Treadaway, from Cheraw, S.C.,
said, "People know that it is
wrong, but put their hazard
lights on to ease their con-

Here's the plan:
1. Spend part of your summer with us.
2. Come out ahead in the fall.
For Upstate residents headed home for the summer, it just makes good sense.
The University of South Carolina at Spartanburg offers a wide selection of
courses, taught by terrific faculty members, and the cost is affordable.

Summer Session I begins May 26
Summer Session n begins July 6
Call the USCS Admissions Office for information about taking summer courses
as a transient student.

1-800-277-USCS

University of
South Carolina
at Spartanburg

The place
t o be t h i s
summer
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Pace program highlights
achievements of students

The Program for Academic
and Career Enhancement,
which has recognized the work
of African American students
will hold its annual academic
awards ceremony on April 17
in McBryde Hall at 4 p.m.
A part of the student development department, the
PACE program was designed
to recognize high achievers in
the African American com-

munity and to encourage them
to continue in their successful
academic endeavors.
Student members are
called Pacers.
They have all obtained a
3.0 cumulative G.P A. or higher
and those students who keep
this in every semester they attend Winthrop will receive the
Continuous
Cumulative
Award.

Come See Me

Johnson rededicafed

Rock Hill
festival
offers bands

Come-See-Me week will
offer something of interest to
Winthrop students duringtheir
Downtown Gala on Saturday
April 16,1994.
Prom 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. local bands and performers such
as life in General, P.J. and
Kelly, Backstreet and the others will fill the streets with
music and entertainment.
The highlight of the entertainment will befrom3:10 to 5
when a streetdance will be going on. Music will be provided
by Kockunes, a local band that
has played the club Attractions
and are formally known as The
System,
Food vendors, face painting and a fair-like atmosphere
will fill Black Street, where it
will be located.
In addition, there will be
an Art Expo which will be inside the Belk Buildingin downtown Rock Hill.
All students are invited to
attend. The event is free except for merchandise and food.

Winthrop University will
rededicate Johnson Hall, marking the building's $6 million
renovation on Saturday, April
23 at 9 a.m.
The public is invited to attend the rededication which
begins with a complementary
continental breakfast, which is
sponsored by "The Herald."
At 10 a.m. the ceremony of rededication will take place
with opening remarks from
president
Anthony
J.
DiGiorgio, dean of the School
of Visual and Performing Arts
Dr. Bennett Lentczer and dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences, Dr. Robin Bowers.
The ceremony will also include the unveiling of a plaque

Students who have a cumulative G.P.A. of 2.5 to 2.9
are called Pre-Pacers.
The group focus is attempt to promote educational
and career goals, acknowledge
the academic success of minority students and to provide a
peer support network for students aspiring to become Pacers and Pre-Pacers by succeeding academically.

in commemoration of the rededication and a ribbon cutting and will be followed by
self-guided tours of the building m use.
Visitors will see the Acting
Studio, where students will be
rehearsing for final projects,
the computer lab where students will be working, the
main theatre which will have
a videotape of "Brigadoon"
playing on the stage with a
set from the play in place.
Also, guests can see the
editing lab, dance studio, T.V.
studio, Studio Theatre, green
room, costume shop, scene constructing shop, dressing room
as well as the media resource

COMPUTERS—

Continued from pg. 1

working to recover the data.
The computers are expected to
be up on Thursday. They are
running the program slowly to
make sure everything is working correctly, she said.
Assistant Registrar for
Registration Brenda Thompson said seniors and juniors
who dropped off their registration forms should check back
on Friday to make sure there
were no problems. If they are
notfinishedkeyingin the forms
by then, students should check
Continued from pg. 2
back on Monday or Tuesday,
years according to the severity she said.
and number of counts the perOnly forms from seniors
son faces.
and juniors will be processed,
The main theme of all the Thompson said. "If it comes up
speakers was that a person who they are not a junior or senior,
has been raped should talk to
someone they trust. Even if
the victim does not press
charges, the should talk about
what has happened to them.
N.O.W. also sponsored a
benefit at the Shack on Saturday, April 9. All of the proOne medium pizza
ceeds from the benefit were
with one topping
given to the Rape Crisis Center.
On April 26 there will be a
candle light vigil for rape victims and the friends and family of rape victims. The vigil
will be at Rock Hill City Hall at
7:30 p.m.

NOW

they will not be registered,"
she said.
Thompson said they did not
postpone registration for upperclassmen because they did
not know the computers would
be down for so long.
"We are trying to accommodate people because there
was no way we could notify
everyone," she said.
Chance added that such
shutdowns are not typical on
the new system.
"Winthrop has been involved in this conversion for
three years and this is the first
time we've had this kind of
down time," she said.
Schedule changes for all
student will be April 22.

Police Beat
POLICE BEAT is a weekly column featured through the
collaboration of the Winthrop University Police Department and
The Johnsonian. The purpose of POLICE BEAT is to provide
Winthrop students, faculty and staff with an awareness of crime
and criminal offenses which could occur on campus or in the
surrounding community.
4-6-94 Missing Purse
Complainant stated she left her purse in 113 Rutledge at 9 p.m.
When she returned to retrieve it, the room was locked. She found
someone to open the door and discovered her purse was missing.
It is described as a small black purse with gold embroidery
stitched on the front. A total of $52 was in the purse.
4-7-94 Driving under suspension
The off icer was dispatched to Richardson regarding noise coming
from several vehicles. Officers drove through the area and
observed suspects pulled away. A few moments later, the officers
located the suspects in front of lee wicker blowing horns and
shouting. The officers blocked the vehicles in and began a check
of individuals. As a result, subject number 1 was found in violation
of above and charged with such. The subject was placed under
arrest and transported for booking. Her vehicle was taken by a
friend and her personal belongings were given to her fiance'. The
subject was transported to the Rock Hill Law Center for
incarceration to await speaking to magistrate in the morning

Public Safety Forum: Public Safety Forum is a weekly column
submitted by director of public safety, Margaret Jordan.
You can save a life.
Although drinking and driving is a severe problem, there are
things we can all do about it. Take the timetoreadthis list. It could
save your life, the life of a family member, or the life of a friend.
Never drive after you've been drinking.
Its's so simple -yet so important.
Never ride with anyone who has been drinking.
Doing so is just plain foolish.
Provide alternatives.
I you give a party or go to one, make sure that guests are sober
if they are driving.
Dont let friends drive drunk.
They will thank you later.
If you do drink, drink responsibly.
Don't let your actions hurt you or others.

PIC-A-FUCK VIDEO
Tuesday is College Day 1/2 Price Rentals

Winthrop Campus
Special

MFA

&A

Q Q
• • w 5/

Rico's Pizza
& Subs
Free delivery
Open until 2 a.m.
327-5200

Continued from pg. 3
beings," Caputo said, "I believe that each of us has the
ability to improve ourselves
and the world around us by
treating all others with respect
and genuine love."
Along with the art being
exhibited, all four artists must
also turn in a written thesis
explaining their work in order
to receive their Masters of Fine
Arts degree.

We accept all competitor's coupons.
Breadstlcks
Garlic Bread
French Fries
Onion Rings
Hamburger
Cheeseburger

.99
.99
.99
.99
1.49

1.79
Hot Buffalo Wings 6/1.99
BLT
1.75

Garden Salad
1.99
Chef Salad
2.50
Chicken Sandwich 2.49
Hot Subs
4.70
Lasagna
4.99
Spaghetti & Meatballs
4.99
and much much
more!!!

725 Cherry Road

366-6005
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Technology at
times can be
cumbersome

Technological advances are supposed to make things
much easier for us. But more of ten that not, you can hear
someone complaining about the computer revolution than
singing its praises.
It seems that in our quest to make everyday processes
easier we have somehow made them more difficult.
Perhaps our children will be better equipped to deal with
such advances, be we are not so lucky. Even less so are
our parents, who have had computers, fax machines and
electronic messaging systems installed in their offices
almost overnight and told to learn to deal with them.
There's an old saying that you can't teach an old dog
new tricks. I suppose that saying is somewhal true for
humans also. In an effort to automate processes we have
lost the human element. When a person calls in sick
someone else can fill in for them, but when a computer
system shuts down, there's no relief. That would be like
letting the job of a sick employee go undone until that
person is recovered and back at work.
One prime example is the shutdown this week with the
student information system which includes the offices of
records and registration, billing and financial resources.
Registration was postponed for some due to the problem.
Such obstacles are inevitable when dealing with
machines. Again, the human element is missing. It is times
like this when technology almost seems to be a burden.
But we are destined to live in a increasingly technical
world, and there is not escape from the inevitable. Let's
just hope that we finally will get to the point where
computers and machines can perform the tasks they are
designed to perform without crashing and throwing all of us
computer illiterates into a panic.
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Letters to the editor

University relations director defends
against allegations of 'foot-dragging'
Dear Editor,
I would like tooffer some
comments on the topic of free
speech as it applies to students
involved in campus activities.
In a recent editorial, The
Johnsonian reported that
Charles Park, a city council
candidate, was given the "runaround" when he sought permission ot make an official
announcement ofhis candidacy
on campus. Your comments
implied that Winthrop University was guilty of foot draggin,
presumably as a result of Mr.
Park's position on the Confederate flag issue.
I would like to clarify taht
the university did not deny
permission to Mr. Park to hold
a press conference on campus.
The university treats such re-

quests with deliberateness,
because it is necessary to be
fair to all candidates, and to
avoid a perception that the
utttvei o n ; cuuuiaes certain

candidates or views . In this
particular instance, Mr. Park
proceeded on his own timetable, for his own reasons, and
chose to make a formal announcement at City Hall before receiving a response from
Winthrop.
The response would have
been the same for any member
of the Winthrop community.
The studenthandbook contains
three sections detailing procedures for students wishing to
assemble, solicit or canvass, in
connection with campus activities. These procedures are detailed on pages 25 and 35 of the

current handbook.
Winthrop policies are
grounded in legal precedent,
and were formulated in an efiurx co DaJance students' rights
of free speech and students'
ability to move about campus
safely and free of undue interference. Courts have ruled consistently that universities may
govern the time, manner
andplace of speech, as long as
they do notattemptto regulate
content.
In other words, a member
of the Winthrop community is
free to hold or share political
opinions of choice. But that
doesn't necessarily mean they
can be blared over a loud
speaker at 3 a.m. or posted on
See DEFENSE, pg. 7

Fraternity life one option worth exploring
Only two more columns
before the end of this gear's
Johnsonian. It's been a blast
writing for the The Johnsonian this year as the columnist.
Now, then, that brings us
to this week's topic: fraternities.
I want to dispell a few
myths associated with fraternities, mainly for those that
have bad notions or stereotypes of fraternities. I want to
target this column at those,
and those thinking about rushing next year.
Let me start by sayingthat
I am a brother of Sigma Nu,
and have been for over a year.
Before that, I had some dealings and friends that were
Tekes and Pikes. I hope that
this qualifies me as a reliable
source for addressing the issues that I want to highlight.
Some people claim that
fraternities are nothing more
than purchased friends. This
is far from the truth. When

C.J. L a m b
Galactic Perspectives &
Universal Truths
you join a fraternity, you pay
semester dues, whisch are the
funds that the fraternity runs
with from semester to semester, along with a nominal fee
that is sent to the national organization And, if you opt to
move into a fraternity house, it
is a way to become closer to
someone. Ask any fraternity
brother who their best friend
on campus is, and chances are,
it's going to be someone in the
bond.
I've heard people say that
fraternities are just groups of
dumb jocks/athletes or party
animals that slide through
school.What most people don't
know is the strict requirement
for becoming a brother and
maintaining activ estatus. A
2.0 GPA is the minimum re-

quirement
for
most
fraternitiese, which means
that the active brother or
pledge has to at least be an
average student as far as
grades go. And if a brother is
having problems in an area,
chances are there's a brother
who does not have a problem
who can tutor.
Another common misconception is the idea that
fraternity hazing is a "right
of passage" for pledges. That
is a concept of fraternities of
old. All fraternities now forbid hazing.
How many have seen any
fraternity hazing at Winthrop
or pledges making fools of
themselves as part of their
pledge period? Chances are,
you've probably seen them
dressed up one day a week,
but not making fools of themselves or doing crazy stunts.
The new concept of a pladge
period is to get to know the
See PERSPECTIVES, pg. 7
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Announcing.
This column is for the use of the entire Winthrop community in making of a contact person
evont in any manner. Announcements are due in The Johnsonian o^e by noon A,munS^n,slvt

Announcements

regardingupcomingmeetings, service projects and social events. Call
Jay Karen at 4497 for more information.
•Getinvolved at Winthrop by
learning about and taking action
against issues such as hunger and
homelessness. Action for Food
meets every Monday at 12:30 p.m.
for lunch and business. We will be
involved with projects such as the
Crop Walk and Cxfam Fast. If
interested, please call Jay Karen
at 4497 or Heather Heusinger at
3203.
• Circle K meets every Monday at 8 p.m. in Dinkins room 220.
Please support Winthrop's Circle
K chapter.
•The Ebonite Gospel Choir
will hold its workshop on April 810. On April 10, a gospel concert
will be held at Mount Prospect
Baptist Church in Rock Hill. All
are welcome to attend .
Ebonites Gospel Choir practice is every Thursday on the
third floor of Withers in Withers
Auditorium from 9-11 p.m. Everyone is welcome to join choir practice.
• Society of Professional Journalists will meet Wednesdays at 7
p.m. in Johnson 102.
•Winthrop's Anthropology
Club will be meeting twice a month
on Thursdays at 5p.m. in Bancroft
Room 247. Everyone interested in
anthropology i s encouraged to join
us!
• NOW meetings are Wednesdays at 7:30 in Dinkins 222. Everyone is welcome. It's not just a
female thing.

•Attention Off-Campus
Students!
The Department of Residence Life has set aside special
dates for you to reserve a room
on campus for 1994-95 BEFORE newly admitted freshmen are assigned. Special returning off-campus sign-up
dates are March 2«S-May 2. A
$ 100 deposit is required at time
of sign-up.
• The Office of University
Relations is seeking models for
a variety of publications. All
types are welcome, but we especially need Asianfemalesand
males of all ethnic groups. Drop
by 200 Tillman to fill out an
application. Please bring a
photo (or photocopy) to attach
to your application.
All applicants will belisted
in a model pool which staff
members will use when scheduling photography. For more
information, contact University
Relations.
•Attention BUSINESS
MAJORS!!!! The President of
Marketing from Home Buyers
Warranty, Barry Cohen, will
be speaking on Monday, April
18th in Thurmond 308 at 9 p.m.
Topics include: Job strategies
and the new marketing strategies. Sponsored by A.M. A
•The following on-campus
interviews will be held at Career Services. April 18 -Enterprise Rent-A-Car, April 19Fellowship
Sequa Chemicals, April 21Phillips Staffing, and April 26Opportunities
Dillard's.
Students may learn more
• Fellowship of Christian Athabout these interviews by visit- letes meets every Wednesday at
ing Career Services, located 9:19 p.m. in Peabody's lower gym.
across from Tillman at the cor- Fun, food, fellowship.
ner of Sumter and Oakland.
•Reformed University Fellowship meets every Tuesday at 8
Club News
p.m. in the Dinkins Auditorium.
Thisisanon-denominational cam'Model League of Arab pus ministry. All students are inStates members — don't forget vited to attend.
our meetings on Tuesday eve•Come join us for Bible study
nings at 9 p.m. in the confer- and fellowship at the Baptist Stuence room, third floor Bancroft. dent Center every Thursday night
Have read and be prepared to at 8 p jn.
discuss the readings.
We're located on Oakland Av•Alpha Lambda Delta enue, right across from th»»
members — be watching your President's House.
mailboxes for announcements
We also provide great dinners

"* "
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Greek News
•The Iota Phi Chapter of Alpha Kappa Psi Professional Business Fraternity would like to congratulate and welcome our new
brothers:
Karen Blackwell, Jermaine
Ford, Sonia Gaillard, Raquel
Grant, Montresia Loyd, Larissa
Moore, Veronique Moses, Ava
Oszlanyi, and Charles Smith.
•The sisters of the Delta Pi
chapter of Sigma Sigma Sigma
had initiation on March 26. Congratulations to all ofour new members! We love you!
We would also like to thank
the Sigma Phi Epsilon's for a wonderful Founder's's Day Mixer last
Thursday. We would like to wish
everyone the best of luck on exams.
•The brothers of Pi Kappa
Alpha would like to thank the
sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigma and
everyone else who helped us have
a successful Jail N Bail last Thursday.
We would also like to thank
«ur pledges and the sisters of
Sigma Sigma Sigma for a great
mixer.

•The members of Epsilon derful job she has done for the
Sigma Alpha would like to con- time she has been at Winthrop.
gratulate Phoebe and her commit- You will be greatly missed.
tee for a job well done on our first
semi-formal, it was Great!
We would also like to congratulate our new officers for the
•Resident Students' Asso1994-95 year:
ciation (RSA) video library is
President: Robyn Richardson, open!
Vice-President: Michelle Lynch,
Come and rent movies for
Secretary: Dana Strohecker, Trea- only $1. Office hours are Fri-Sun
surer: Dena Basile, and Parlia- from 12-5.
mentarian: Danielle Pomeroy; conWe have 17 titles including
gratulations guys. We're looking The Firm, Needful Things, Indeforward to a great year.
cent Proposal, Sliver, National
Finally, we would like to a Lampoon Loaded Weapon I and
apologize to Sheri Shook who re- Coneheads.
ceived her First Degree not her
The RSA Olympics will be at
First Pearl.
Peabody Field at 3:30 p.m. on
•The brothers of Sigma Nu April 15. See flyers, RAs and hall
would like to congratulate their councils for more details.
new initiates; We would also like
The RSA office is located at
to congratulate our new officers 143 West Thomson and the phone
and wish them luck during their number is 3508.
terms.
Last, but most definitely not
Student
least, we would like to thank the
sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigma, AlPublications
pha Delta Pi, Chi Omega, Zeta
Tau Alpha, and Delta Zeta for par•The Student Publications
tying with us this semester. Have Office is located in the basement
a good summer and well see every of Bancroft Hall and houses The
body next fall. (We hope to see Johnsonian, The Tatler, The Aneveryone at the fairgrounds on thology and The Roddey
April 30th.)
McMillan R«cord.
•The sisters ofDelta Zeta wish
Phone ext. 3419 for The
to thank the Kappa Sigma's, the Johnsonian, The Anthology or
Alpha Delta Pi's and the Sigma The Roddey-McMillan Record
Phi Epsilon's for a great mixer. and ext. 3418 for The Tatler.
Our Rose Cotillion was a huge suc•The Johnsonian holds staff
cess, thanks to all who attended. meetings every Sunday at 10
We are excited about our parent's p.m. Anyone interested in workweekend on April 16. We want to ing on staff should attend this
wish the brothers of Pi Kappa Phi meeting in the Student Publicathe best of luck, we're behind you tions Office.
100%.
All students are invited to
•The sisters of Chi Omega attend a meeting and work on
would like to congratulate our staff. You do not have to be a
newly initiated sisters:
journalism major. Writers are
Danielle Ballenger, Julie needed for all sections. PhotogBearden, LiaChmiel, Jenn Graper, raphers and artists are also
Jennifer Jones, Pam Jones, Lisa needed.
Knisley, Michele Knox, Ashley
Reliable, hard working stuLatham, Julia Martin, Katie dents are needed to sell advertisMcClure, Jane Park, Mandy ing locally and in Charlotte and
Stanford, Amy Trodglen, Sarah Pineville. Payment is on a comYoung, Carrie Ellison, and Stacy mission basis.
Furr. We Love You!! You're the
•The Roddey-McMillan
BEST!!
Record holds staff meetings every
Tuesday
at 5:30 p.m. The
We would also like to extend a
big thanks and congratulations to final edition of The RoddeyTracey Marshall for the wonderful McMillan will be out in April.
job she has done with our pledge
•The Tatler has some extra
program. We Love You!!
copies of the "92-'93 yearbook.
•Panhellenic would like to Come by and pick one up today.
extend a warm thanks to our advi- We are also taking orders for the
sor Cynthia Volker for the won- 93-'94 book.

Continued from pg. 6

with acts of vandalism causing
damage above and beyond
w h a t would be considered a
prank.
Police are unsure if the vandalism is being caused by the
greek organizations or an outside group of students bent on
turning the greeks against one
another. This vandalism must
stop.

T e n s i o n s a r e definitely
high a t all of these houses and
any attempts of vandalism by
any group would probably be
m e t with negative resistance.
We don't all have to get
along, b u t some mutual respect
for these organizations' property needs to be appreciated.
Benjamin DeLong
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

barricades t h a t block traffic.
Winthrop's policies a r intended
to preserve an open flow of
people and ideas, both literally
a n d figuratively, in a noncoersive environment. In short,
the minimal rules t h a t do exist
are in place to protect, not diminish, a full marketplace of
ideas.
In sum, the question you

asked was a good one: "How
does one get permission to make
announcements or speak on
campus?" The student handbook does address such questions and the S t u d e n t Life staff
is available for assistance or
clarification as needed.
Raymond C. Jones
Director of University
Relations

do anything t h a t he would ot do
for the pledge.
Fraternities aren't for everybody. But anyone has enough
options from which to choose.
There are business fraternities,

professional fraternities and
social fraternities.
Fraternities today are
worlds apart from fraternities
of old. The brotherhood is the
same, though, and that's the

whole point. But know, t h a t
along with brotherhood, each
member also has responsibilities and obligations.
If anyone h a s any questions about fraternities, j u s t go

over to a fraternity house and
ask. Brothers are more than
happy to answer any questions
about their fraternity. Each
one has it's own character.
Y*all be cool! A '
'

PERSPECTIVES
Continued from pg. 6

brothers. It is in this m a n n e r
t h a t the pledge and brother
decide if fraterntiy life is for
t h e pledge, not h a z i n g . A
c o m m m o n i d e a is t h a t a
brother cannot ask a pledge to

TnT"^T

on Tuesday nights at 5:30 p.m. for
$2.50. Our theme this year is
"Meeting students at the point of
their need." Get involved.
• Ifyou are looking for a place
to study the Bible and grow in
your faith in Christ, visit the
Lutheran/Episcopal Campus Ministry.
Named for the fifth book of
Luke, verse 27, the 527 Clubmeets
on Thursdays at 12:30 p.m. for
bible study and lunch at Grace
Lutheran Church, 426 Oakland
Avenue. If interested contact the
Grace Lutheran Church at 3245295.
•WESLEY/
NEWMAN/
WESTMINSTER has a reputation of being a place where we
really care for one another and
those around us. This group of
Presbyterians (USA), United
Methodists and Roman Catholics
invite you to share worship and
prayer, fellowship an meals, and
explore social issues as we grow
together in our understanding of
each other, the world and its
people. W/N/W meets each
Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. for supper and a program at The Wesley
Foundation, 406 Stewart Ave.

Greek houses targets of vandalism

Dear Editor,
It seems to me the community around the Winthrop
University campus m a y be
un safe for the houses and property of students belonging to
various greek organisations.
Pi Kappa Alpha, Alpha
Delta Pi, Sigma Phi Epsilon,
Zeta Tau Alpha and Sigma
Alpha Epsilon have been hit

ZJSZ

Prtate
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Brigadoon creates bond among students
by Kirsten Frilltal
Staff Writer

members and 20 back stage
attendants.

Despite all the controversy,
Brigadoon is the biggest theatre production Winthrop has
ever staged.
"Brigadoon is the answer
to the student's request for a
musical love story," Andrew
Bryant, a theatre major who
also portrayed Stewart
Dowrumble in the production,
said.
"Brigadoon is the first collaborative project of the School
ofVisual and Performing Arts,"
BennentLentczner, dean ofthe
School ofVisual and Performing Arts, said.
It was a collaborative
project in that the cast consisted of over 80 actors, actresses and singers. The musical also required 18 orchestra

"A show of this magnitude
requires lots of work," Marc
Powers, director of the production, said.
The show had help from
different departments and that
is what made it a unique productions. These departments
included the theatre and dance
department, the music department and the art and design
department.
The purpose behind the
broad participation for this
particular production was to
have a "joint collaboration effort of all departments of Visual and Performing Arts," Dr.
Carol Quinn, chairman of the
department of music, said.
"The gala opening of Brigadoon was the perfect opportunity to present our newly reno-

vated Johnson Theatre with a
big bang," Bryant, 19, of
Greenville, S.C. said.
Quinn said a benefit of doing such a big production is the
opportunity of students in different departments getting to
know each other. She said the
actors and singers would learn
from each other and help each
other.
Lentczner said that music
students learned from acting
students and vice versa and
that enabled to study parts of
other areas.
"I have learned more from
this production that any other
that I have been in," Ashley
Wilson, who played Fiona
MacLarn, said.
"A bigger cast ensemble
brings different interests like
dance, music and theatre together and it creates a family

type environment," Bryant
said. "Everyone is working towards one goal and we rely on
each other a lot."
Bryant and Wilson have
been in several productions but
in a bigger cast they said that
you get to know different people
and you bond with them. That
bond is the one thing that is
always there, Bryant said.
"I have made a lot offriends
and we all share a common
bond between us," Wilson said.
Theatre students who are
in the productions are rewarded with extra credit in
their classes also. Bryant said
the friendship you gain and
the experience you get from
being in the production is very
meaningful to him. He also
said that it is a lot of fun too.
Quinn said that the students learned how much effort

it really takes to put on a musical production of this caliber.
"The students didn't know
what was involved in a big production at the beginning but
now that they are polished, it
is a growing experience for all
of them," Quinn said. "We are
very proud of what the students have done."
"I am very pleased with
the success of the production
both artistically and what the
students have gained and
learned," Lentczner said.
Powers said he is exhausted but he always does
massive projects. He said there
is always a need for new challenges and risks.
There are no immediate
future plans of another production of this size but Bryant
said he doubts that this is the
one and only.

Brigadoon a success Jazz Ensemble plays big band music
by Amanda Stanford
Fine Arts Writer

The whirlwind of excited
faces and sold out crowds that
made up the running of Brigadoon finally came to an end
on the April 9th.
Though some found themselves wishing that the show
could have run a little longer,
an exhausted cast and crew
were ready for the end of the
show.
"I liked the show a lot,"
Jenn Graper, an early childhood education major, said.
"I thought that all of the actors did a great job on the
show."
"Brigadoon" is a musical
about the magical town of
Brigadoon that appears for
only one day every one hundred years. Throughout the
touching love story and the

deeper themes and great sac- by Carmen Coleman
rifices of the musical, it has a Staff Writer
charm all its own.
The well-traveled Jazz
But it was not just the
story that created such a Ensemble, directed by Dr. Phil
memorable showing-to many Thompson, will play for WinBrigadoon represented much throp students in Tillman Auditorium next Tuesday.
more.
The Jazz Ensemble reThe production of the
show was not only the culmi- cently attended theMobile Jazz
nation of a semester of hard Festival held in Alabama, and
work for many students but feels quite confident about the
the realization of a dream for quality of its sound.
"We really held our own,"
many faculty at Winthrop.
With all of the combined Scott McCloud, tenor saxoefforts of the theatre, music phone player said. "The band's
and dance departments, the sounding better than it ever
final effect was something has and it's due to Dr. Phil
rather magical.
Thompson. He has really got"I thought that it was a ten the band in shape."
Although the Jazz Enwonderful show, and the departments pulled together really well," Catina Stewart, a
junior, said. "It made me
proud to be a student here at
Winthrop."

School ofVisual
and Performing Arts
Awards
Banquet
$8.20
($6.90 <w/m ealplan)
Sunday, April24,1994

5p.m.
McBrydeHall
Open to all SVPA students - tickets are
available in department offices

semble did not win the competition, Thomson was pleased
about their performance.
"We probably came in a
close second behind Florida
University," he said.
For its concertat Winthrop,
the Jazz Ensemble will play
the music they played at the
Mobile Jazz Festival.
"We're goingthrough ahistory of big band music," trumpet player Mark Rapp said.
In addition to this music,
the Jazz Ensemble will be playing material never performed
before by a Winthrop band.
"We're going to be doing
music from a big band library
that was donated to Winthrop
a year or so ago from a band

that used to work out of Charlotte," Thompson said. "They
gave us all of their music after
the band leader passed away."
Because of this, Dr. Thompson promises that the concert will be a good one.
"It's going to be a very special concert, so we hope we
have a huge turnout," Thompson said.
After this concert, the Jazz
Ensemble will go to the University of North Carolina in
Charlotte for another Jazz Festival this month.
The Jazz Ensemble will be
performing in Tillman Auditorium Tuesday, April 19th at 8
p.m. Admission is free and the
concert is a cultural event.

Thank you for your submissions to
the poetry contest. The winner will
be announced in next week's issue.

Fine Arts Student
of the Week
Jeannie

Plaice

•1993 winner of the
district auditions for the
Metropolitan Opera.
•Performed in "LaServa
Paarona" in February.
•Finalist for the San
Francisco Opera Company's
student program.
•Member of Delta
Omnicron
•Member of Glee Club.
"I think I'm on the right
track. I really have a desire
and the drive to pursue
singing as a career, and for
now that seems to be the
right thing to do. I'm really
happy with what I've done."

Fine Arts
Calendar
Wednesday, April 13
*8 p.m. Winthrop Sym
phonic Band will perform in
Byrnes Auditorium. Cultural
Event.
April 13-16
*8 p.m. Winthrop Theatre
Jresents "A Lesson Form A1
t>es," in Johnson Studio The
atre. Admission is $2.50 WID
Cultural Event.
Tuesday, April 19
•Exhibition
Walk
rhrough of "M.F.A Thesis Exhibitions in Rutledge Galleres. Cultural Event.
Tuesday, April 19
*8 p.m. Winthrop Jazz
Ensemble will perform in
rillman Auditorium. Cultural
Svent.
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Spotlight
Coliseum
The coliseum
was completed
in 1982.
•The total site
area surrounding the coliseum
is 55 acres.

Game time

Photo by Joel Nichols

Winthrop Students and Rock Hill residents walk to Winthrop Coliseum to watch the Eagles play.

Coliseum equipped for more
than just athletic events
by Carmen Ccleman
Coleman
Staff Writer

.

Among University students, the Winthrop Coliseum
is believed to be used solely for
uuii.cuv events aiiu even more
specifically, solely for basketball games.
Yet, surprisingly, the coliseum houses more than just
sports events.
The Winthrop Coliseum,
which opened its doors in 1982,
is a sizeable arena that can
flexibly seat 7,000 people.
The Coliseum is equipped for
concerts, basketball games,
banquets, conventions, trade
shows and sports camps of all
types."
Yet, the popular idea that
the coliseum only holds sporting events is well-founded and
understandable.
Two years ago, the Coliseum hosted the Carolina Invitational gymnastics tournament which featured a gym-

I think Rock Hill has a stigma about
the coliseum. They would rather go to
Charlotte and see the same thing and
pay just as much "
-Mike Bush
__assistant director of coliseum operations
nasties team from Germany.
"The tournament was a
step below Olympic competition j" Michael Bush, Assistant
Director of Coliseum Operations, said.
"We've had the women's
ACC tournament for the past
three years," Bush said. "But
our biggest thing is wrestling.
We do fairly well with that."
Practices for volleyball,
baseball, the cheerleaders and
the dance team practices are
all held in the coliseum.
Yet, many past events dispel the notion that all coliseum

events are sports related.
"Last year, we had the
Alvin Ailey Repertoire Ensemble," Bush said. "And until
about a year ago we were doing the Charlotte Firefighter's
[fund - raiser] which brought
in different [musical] acts."
Acts like the country band
Confederate Railroad have also
appeared at the Coliseum.
"The biggest event that we
had here was when Bob Hope
came," Bush said. "He did a
comedy concert."
The coliseum also holds
meetings and small banquets

..

„

for the Boy's and Girl's clubs of
Rock Hill and University related meetings such as faculty
advisory meetings and
president's meetings.
Even a sports car show and
a Shriner's circus have found
their way to Winthrop Coliseum.
Lately, response to all
events held at the Coliseum
have been low.
Crowds for the Alvin
Ailey Repertoire Ensemble, a
renowned African-American
dance team, the Confederate
Railroad concert and for the
April third Slam Dunk Contest, were well below expected
attendance.
"I think Rock Hill has a
stigma about the coliseum,"
Bush said. "They would rather
go to Charlotte and see the
same thing and pay just as
much. I guess Rock Hill's just
not as big as we'd like it to be.
You don't have the amount of
people to pull from."

Treated as any other group

Students given equal consideration
by Joyce Tisdale

Spotlight Writer

Winthrop Coliseum. Home
of the Winthrop Eagles. Unfortunately, many students do
not feel the coliseum is a place
they can call home, let alone a
place they have much access
to.
Michael Bush, assistant
director of coliseum operation s,
said students can make better
use of the coliseum by going to
more events.
"In the last nine months,
we have had different types
events available for students
such as wrestling matches,
the Slam Dunk Three-Point

Championship, men and
women's basketball games and
volleyball games," Bush said.
About 12 years ago the coliseum was built to make money
for both the city of Rock Hill
and Winthrop.
"The money that is made
from events held at the coliseum is used for athletic scholarships," Bush said.
Bush said students are
treated the same as any other
organization who want to have
access to the coliseum for special events.
"If a student wants to hold
a special event at the coliseum,
first they have to have the
money to rent the coliseum for

the date of the event," Bush
said.
If the money is produced
and if the coliseum is available
on the date of the event, then
the student will have to sign
a contract which states the
rental cost and other expenses
such as security, staging, etc.
Access to volleyball games
and basketball games are not
the only activities available to
students.
Students also have access
to the coliseum's racquetball
court, upper concourse used for
walking and events that are
held at the coliseum.
The only access that student athletes have over other

students is access to the
coliseum's weight room.
"Student athletes have access to the coliseum's weight
room because it is more convenient for coaches to provide a
central meeting location for
their team," Bush said.
Students are able to play
racquetball or walk on the
coliseum's upper concourse
during open hours which are
Monday through Thursday 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. and Fridays from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. The coliseum is
closed on weekends.
For more information on
how to have special events held
at the coliseum, call the coliseum at ext. 2129.

•There are 1,200
parking spaces
'including
21
h a n d i c a p
[spaces.
•Seating capacI ity for basketball
(games is 6,100.
I Seating capacity
[for conventions
land c o n c e r t s
{ranges
from
4,500 to 6,900.
'•The coliseum
can be rented for
concerts
for
I $1,500 or 10 pep
cent of the gross
ticket
sales,
' w h i c h e v e r is
! greater.
•Banquet tables
can be rented for
$6 per table and
chairs can be
rented for $.60 a
piece.
The coliseum
has a star dressing room, a press
room, eight large
locker rooms
and a dining
room.

Free Browsing

M-F 8-7
Sat 8-6
Sun 1-6

E. Main &
Hampton
(Downtown)

327-2874
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Growing Up Brady
highlights the TV show
even worse. It was Lloyd,
Sherwood's son. And of course
our problem was that we had
both of them on "The Brady
Jackie Lowery
Bunch," said Robert Reed (Dad
Brady).
Willnun has this book
Don't read "Growing Up
crammed
full of memories such
Brady" for style or good grammar; what it's got is great dirt. as how "The Brady Bunch" such
as
how
the
show got it's name.
Barry Williams gives the
inside scoop on what really Sherwood Sch*>rtwz tell how
went on behind the scenes of the story came from a newspathe sitcom "The Brady Bunch." per article about how in 1966,
For example, there was an thirty percent of marriages inongoing feud between the late volves a spouse who had at
actor Robert Reed and the least one child from a previous
show's creator Sherwood marriage.
"Now, in 1966, this was a
Schwartz.
"What?"you gasp. "Dissen- new phenomenon, and I realized
that there was a whole
sion in the comfy, cozy, suburnew kind of family springing
banites Brady house?"
William does not take sides up. Y'know, television was
in this issue because of the re- loaded with happily married
spect he has for the two men. couples, single widows and widSo both contender are al- owers, but there wasn't any
lowed to sum up the situation show that revolved around the
martial amalgamation of two
themselves.
"I think America looks at pre-existing families."
The Brady Bunch was born.
^ h e Brady Bunch," sees Bob,
You'll have to read the book
and thinks, "Wow, whata great
to
find
out the stories behind
guy!" I don't think that they
had a clue about how impos- the "youngest one in curls" hair
sible he really is," said Lloyd trauma and really what hapSchwartz, associate producer pen on Bariy William's infamous date with Florence
of "The Brady Bunch."
It was a well-known fact Henderson.
As a bonus, you will also
in Hollywood that Sherwood
Schwartz was absolutely the get a summary of each episode
worst writer working in televi- complete interesting tidbits
sion. But that all changed one such how episode 107 entitled
day when suddenly there
See BRADY, pg. 11 B a r r y Williams
showed up one writer who was

Review

courtesy of DSU

New movie
UCJ)'
leaves audiences happy
by Lee Belcher
Entertainment Editor

Reality Bites

Photo by Rob Outz

dictorian whose speech cuts away

•

•

J

Reality Bites actually
makes unemployment look roparents'
generation
chose
to
pemantic in a society where 60
Somewhere 'between the ruse.
hour work weeks are on the
movies Slacker and Singles
s e
^
Herself in a way out and deemed to be
Director Ben Stiller saw an • u
opening for a real commen- job that forces her to have to unrealistic by the Generation
tary on Generation X with his succumb to the pressures of cor- X peer group.
porate America until she finally
movie Reality Bites.
The movies highlight is
the grainy look that comes
The movie has an inde- quits and finds herself jobless.
Ethan Hawke plays Troy the from the footage that is taken
pendent feel on what life after
college is like for many of the ultimate slacker who between from Ryder*s camcorder as she
so called twenty somethings being jobless and arrogant deliv- tapes her friends discussions
fromfindinga job tofindinga ers some of the movies best one on life.
liners.
lasting relationship.
This is later turned into a
He is philosophy major who campy docudrama byStillers
Stiller who also plays a
yuppie television producer for finds himselfperusingmusic with character which is a take off
a takeoffofMTV called In Your his band That's My Bike and po- of the "Real World" show that
etry rather than school.
airs on MTV.
the movie.
Janeane Garofalo plays
One of the best perforHe proves his worth as
both a debut director and vet- Vickie, Lelaina's best friend who mances comes from Hawke
is
a
manager
at
the
Gap
and
is
eran actor and surpasses his
who finally confronts Ryder
performances in the now can- also her roommate.
with his feelings for her.
celled Fox TV series, The Ben , Garofalo was a regular on
The movie does have its
the Stiller series and HBO's Larry flaws for a supposed movie
Stiller Show.
Reality Bites also comes Sanders show and proves her that bashes the baby boomer
off being fresh in its content worth as a supporting actress.
generations there are enough
Her character comes off as product endorsements to pay
with debuting screenwriter
one of the most unstable person- for the movies production.
Helen Childress script.
The movie opens at a alities of all the actors.
But overall this is the first
She also has one of the best movie for Generation X that
graduation ceremony in an
subplots in the movie as she deals you can actually walk out not
unnamed college in Texas.
Winona Ryder plays with an AIDS scare.
feeling exploited or having
This is by far is one of the being made fun of in the proIj-elaina Pierce the class vale
be$t.s.ceoes in
moyia, „•
«
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BRADY
Continued from pg. 10
"Kelly Kids" was intended to be
a prime- spinoff involving to
three adopted kids, two
whitebread parents, and an annoying neighbor.
This book isn't complete
without a section telling what
happened to each member of the
Brady clan.

"Growing up Brady"
shows another side to a show
that most all of us has seen or
heard about. So forget all the
rumors and find out the real
stories of inter-Brady dating,
behind-the scenes dating, and
the people who will forever
known as "The Brady Bunch."

'Inside Addition
Mass
Communication
Recognition
Dinner
Tonight
6:30 p.m.
Mc Bryde Hall
R.S.V.P 323-2121

'Making It Great'

The Downwa-d Spiral

1807 Cherry jRoad
Rock Hill, SC 29732
(803) 328-2282
Gregory V'ashington
Store Manager

WokeLfc)' tAMcnster

Elvis Costello
Brutal Youth

John Michael
Montgomery
Kickin" It Up

j Warner Bros.

*»»CP " i n n

Atlantic

I<CCD O w e T i C a

October Project
I Soundgarden 11 A Tribute To
HPT
J I
Superunknown | : | Curtis Maufielri
**
'
v
Artists

Warner Bros.

C A S H OFF:

1iriiTfn,iiii,nil
*12.99 OR •
"o Large Specialty Ptzzas •
s
15.99
o Medium Specialty Pizzas

Alison Moyet
LonginghTher Heats

Mike
Post
Inventions
From The
Blue Line

Tim McGraw
Not A Moment Too Soon

Discover

The Best In College
Nite Life

ROCK HILL GALLERIA
ROCKHILi 324-1986

DISC JOCKEY
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Lady Eagles finish season undefeated
Both teams
prepare for
Big South
tournament
by Jackie Lowery
Managing Editor
The women's tennis team
completed the regular season
undefeated at 15-0 following
Tuesday's 7-0 non-conference
victory over UNCC.
The Lady Eagles have now
blanked ten opponents this season as they head into Big South
Conference Tournament action
Thursday through Saturday at
Charleston Southern University.
Carolina de Freitas remains unbeaten at the No. 1
singles spot for Winthrop with
a 14-0 record while sophomore
Sussy Boyanovich has been
strong at No. 2 singles where
she has a 11-1 mark.
de Freitas defeated her
opponent with a score of 6-1,61 while number three seed
Claudia Morales won 6-1, 6-1
and Su-Peng Ng took her sets
6-0, 6-1.
Other team members
Sussy Boyanovich, Carole De
Vries and Su-Ann Ng also won
their matches.
In the doubles, De Freitas
and Su-Peng Ng, Morales and
Boyanovich, and De Vries and
Su-Ann Ng won their matches.
Going into the Big South

1993-94 Men's and Lady EagU t tennis teams.
Conference at number one has Campbell is ready for them."
The Winthrop men's team
put a lot of pressure on the
finished the regular season at
team to succeed.
"It does put pressure but 8-8 following a 4-3 victory on
we feel that we are ready. We Sunday at UNC-Wilmington.
Freshmen Oswaldo Vildoso
are ready to give our best," De
Freitas said. "All the other and Terence Chia led Winthrop
teams are ready for us because to the victory with wins at the
we are the number one. No. 1 and 2 singles positions.

The duo also paired at the No. 1
singles for the win.
Number four seed Andres
Haadad and number six seed
Zsolt Nagy also won their sets.
The winners in doubles
matches were Vildoso and
Chia.
The Eagle's next action will

be April 14-16 in the Big South
Conference Tournament. The
men's team will go into the
tournament as the number six
seed. Miguel de la Flora, team
captain, said that the team will
be playing Charleston Southern or Radford in the first
round.

Baseball team wins 3 of 5 Winchip wins individual title in Big
to break recent slump
South Conference Golf Tournament
Drop two games to conference foe Coastal Carolina
by Byron Putman
Sports Editor
The Winthrop Eagle baseball team finally broke out of
their slump winning three out
of their five games last week.
The Eagles defeated Troy
St. 8-2.
Winthrop also defeated
UNC Charlotte 9-4 in 12 innings.
But the Eagles lost two out
of three Big South Conference
games.
Coastal Carolina took two
games out of the series winning thefirstgame ofthe double
hitter 3-2, in nine innings
In the second game,
Coastal blew the Eagles out
taking the game 7-1.
Winthrop came back to win
the last game of the series in an
offensive battle 15-12.
These two. loses put the
Eagles five games out of first
place and probably diminishes
the Eagles chances of wining
the regular season title and

gaining an automatic bid to
the NCAA tournament.
Leadingthe Eagles in their
offensive out put was Tony
Constantino.
Constantino batted .550for
the week hitting 11-20, scoring
six runs and knocked in five.
He also had four doubles
and one stolen base.
Constantino is now 17-20 in
base stealing attempts.
Eagle first base man Jeremy. Keller also had an outstanding week as he hit four
home runs including a two-run
shot that proved to be the wining runs against Troy St.
Keller has now hit six
dingers in his last nine games
and has seven home runs on
the year.
Freshman Ted Vlaz earn
his first start of the season in
the second and third games
against Coastal.
Vlaz got his first collegiate
hits in his second start, going
3-4 scoring three runs and collecting three RBI's.

out and c h e e r on
Eagle baseball team
as t h e y take o n UNCC
today at 3 p.m. at Eagle Field.

Men's t e a m finish runner-up to Campbell, w o m e n ' s team finsh fourth
by Byron Putman
Sports Editor
Winthrop senior Chris
Winchip, of Columbia, S.C.,
won his fourth tournament of
the year by taking first in the
Big South Conference tournament last week at the Colonial Charters Golf Course in
Charleston, S.C.
Winchip shot rounds of
70, 71, 66 for a 207 total beating out Campbell's David
Mathis.
Winchip'sfinalround of 66
is a new Winthrop record and
also a new Big South Conference record.
Winchip, a business major, said he played very well on
the last day.
"I made only two mistakes that day," he said, "but I
capitalized on one of them."
Winchip said wining the
Big South Conference tournament was one of his goals
coming into the 1994 golf season.
"I had already won four
tournaments this year and
three this semester," said
Wirjchip.
"but I needed this one to

the NCAA
tournament."
T h e
regonials
will be held
on May 19,
in Alabama
at the University of
Auburn.
WlnCh
">
Winthrop golfer, senior Paul
Tomlinson finished in the top
ten, tied for seventh place
overall with
University
of
North
Carolina
Greensboro's John
McCann,
shooting 78,
73, and 74 for
an overall
score of 225.
Tomlinson,
Tomlinson
an accounting major, said the team was
disappointed with the second
place finish.
"We thought we had a
shot at wining the tournament," said Tomlinson.
Tomlinson,
from

getwaJtadjtp^he^&Hitols; to.,

said he didn't play as well as
he would have liked.
"In my first round I was
a little nervous and impatient," said Tomlinson.
"but I scored a lot better
in the second and third round.
Tomlinson was named to
the Big South All-Conference
team for the fourth year in a
row.
Coastal Carolina took the
team title.

Lady Eagle
tournament results

The Lady Eagles golf
team finished fourth in the
Big South Conference tournament.
Campbell
took the
women's title as their Jennifer
Layman beat Charleston
Southern's Kari Tomash in
sudden death onthefirsthole.
Winthrop senior Catherine
Kheiner came in 14th overall
for the Lady Eagles, shooting
double rounds of 80 for a 160
total.
Lady Eagle Freshman
Donna Anderson finished
20th in the tournament, with
scores of 81 and 83 for a total

"•
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Racquetball can be fun, fast, healthy
by Jeff Sartini
Staff Writer
Speed, agility and endurance. No, it's not the Navy
SEALS.
It's racquetball.
According to"Offthe Wall,"
an instruction book by Charles
Brumfield and Jeffrey
Bairstow, racquetball is "a
court sport played with a short
handled racquet... a soft rubber ball and rules similar to
those of squash and handball."
The game is played in a
court 40 feet long, 20 feet wide,
and 20 feet high.
According to "Off the Wall,"
"although there are three-wall
and one-wall versions ... the
most popular game is played
on a four wall court."
Racquetball can be healthy
as well as fun.
Mary Roland Griffin, chairman of Winthrop's physical
education department, said
racquetball has many physical
benefits.
Griffin said racquetball is

an aerobic sport and has benefits "the same as any strenuous activity."
Griffin said in order to get
the most benefit from the sport,
it should be played at least
three times a week.
Griffin, who has been with
Winthrop for 25years, said she
enjoys playing racquetball for
the activity.
A racquetball class is offered at Winthrop, said Griffin, and is a requirement for
physical education majors.
Brian Clement, a 21-yearold junior, said he plays racquetball "as often as I can."
"Racquetball," said Clement, "is a fun, fast paced, exciting game."
Mary Ford, Professor
Emeritus of Physical Education, said racquetball is "relatively vigorous exercise," that
develops good hand-eye coordination.
Ford, who retired from
Winthrop two years ago after
over 30 years of service, said
although it may not be easy to

find a court, racquetball is inexpensive, and it's a sport you
can play at your own pace.
Although many students
may notknovgit, racquetball is
available at Winthrop. Several courts in the Coliseum are
open during the week. The
hours are 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Mondays through Thursdays, and
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Fridays.
Scott Conant, facilities
manager and outdoor development center director, said students may now check out racquetball equipment. The
equipment room is in the bottom of Peabody, and equipment
is available at no charge.
Conant said the equipment
available includes racquetball
racquets and balls. Basketballs, footballs and bicycles are
also available. Students must
leave their I.D. to check out
equipment.
So, the next time you're
looking for a little fun, excitement and exercise, don't think
shark wrestling. Think racquetball.

< wk&k 'S'/'* "ft--'•

It's gone!

Recreational Sports Update
The "Big Splash" was
held on Tuesday, March 22 in
Peabody Pool. This event is
made up of relays including
the freestyle, innertube, backstroke and wet t-shirt.
Taking first place the
coed division was ADPI/Pike
I. Finishing a close second was
the ADPI/PIKE II team.
In the men's division PIKE
Gold finished first with SAE I
and PIKE Garnet ending up in
a tie for second place.
Twenty-four teams participated in the 2 on 2 Outdoor
Volleyball Tournament which
was held Saturday, March 26
on Peabody Field.
Jim Lord and Steve Webb
were the eventual champions.

Rich Gridley and Hank Groves
took second place.
In the Badmiton Singles
Tournament held on March
30, Bo Finley and Rich
Gridley outlasted Kevin Neal
and Alan Nason to take top
honors.
Last week on Tuesday,
April 5, the Indoor SoccerTournament was held in Peabody
Gym.
In the championship
match the International
Knightmares scored a 6-1
win over the Collonuts.
In Tennis Doubles the tournament has now reached t h j
semi's in the both men's and
women's brackets.
An update on the eventual

Photo by Rob Ouzts

Tara Gilmore swings for the fence i n Eagle softball action.

champions will be in a future
edition.
The Softball regular season wraps up on Tuesday, April
12. Fourteen men's teams and
eight women's teams have participated in the play this
Spring.
Playoffs will begin this
week. Contact the Office of
Recreational Sports for more
information.
For more details on those
and other events offered by
Recreational Sports call at2140
or come by our office located at
205 Peabody.
Submitted
by Grant
Scurry, director of recreational sports, Division ofStu-

your food dollar.
At Pizza Inn's all you can eat buffet, you can always
go back for more delicous pizza, pasta, salad,
garlic bread and dessert, all for one low price.

Lunch $ 3 "

/

11 a.m. - 2 p.m. everyday

dpnt TAfe.

59

Dinner$4

5 - 9 p.m. Sunday, Monday and Tuesday

PI KAPPA PHI FRATEUNITY

P . O . Box 5030-Rock H i l l , S . C . 29733«(803) 329,0800

366-3149

f

* 1

Winthrop Special
Low Rates

All Sizes Available
No Deposit Required

Interstate Self Storage
^Corporate

I

.^^21

•1

Winthrop
Univernty

1-77

Corner of Eden Terrace and 1-77
< Eden Terrace
M I
5
s

£

P i Kappa P h i Fraternity
Epsilon Eta Chapter

Cherry Road

to

PUSH America and Pi Kappa Phi fraternity would like to
thank all those who have helped us raise over $2000 this year for
the disabled.
People Understanding the Severely Handicapped provides
adaptive recreational areas for the handicapped and focuses on
raising awareness in the community through a nationwide
children's puppet program, Push America s bike ride across
America, and local volunteer activities such as Friday s Special
Olympics in Cherry Park.
"Disability'' does not mean "inability,'' and the Winthrop
chapter of Pi Kappa Phi is proud to be a host chapter of the GiveA-Push weekend at Charlotte's Holy Angels. Twenty chapters are
coming together this weekend to volunteer their time and efforts
to put the funds we've raised to work in our own area. Thanks to
Winthrop and Rock Hill's help, we continue to make a difference!

Interstate
Self
Storage

803-324-7988

j
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Talk shows more than just gab
7/7/1

Shows for the average viewer Talk shows define
by Camellia L. Shuler
Lifestyles Writer

mass communication, "talk
show hosts ask the questions
that the average person want
to know but do not have the
audacity to ask."
Not only do the hosts ask
questions for answers that we
want to know, but also to the
"issues that we, the Americans, need to know," Leonore
Houston, a mathematics major, said.
For instance, issues such
as teenagers that have been
abused, teen drop-outs and
teenage supremacists. In essence, talk shows deal with issues that people can relate to.
They discuss topics that
are controversial and ones
that will
keep people
talking aoout it for days,
Howell said.
It is because the "media
believe that people enjoy trash
media- to a certain point," Robert Pyle, assistant professor of
mass communication, said.

"They cover topics that tend
to be out of the mainstream
such as sex and violent relationships."
Although talk shows are
aimed toward women, young
people and a lot of older
people, talk show have issues
that concerns everybody.
For the most part, different talk show hosts appeal to
a different type of audience,
Howell said.
Such as Donahue, who
represents the grey-haired
white male of the middle
class; Sally Jesse, who appears to be eveiybody's nosy
aunt that asks the most embarrassing questions; and
Oprah Winfrey, who captures
the audience because of the
range in topics she covers.
The primary goal of talk
show hosts is to combine
broad social issues and connect them to the lives of the

'Generation X'

We have been called "Gen- host Conan O'Brien.
eration X" by the media who
Ricki Lake is an actress
seems to think we are a group along with her duties as talk
undefinable by our actions and show host. She starred in with
deeds. According to them, we Johnny Depp in Cry Baby. She
have no defining moment, no recently lost 100 pounds. She
tangible object by which to shows sensitivity in dealing
crown us.
with people, especially those
I have a few things I would with weight problems.
like to tell those
Anative of
who label us.
Wilmington,
We have our C o m m e n t a r y
Delaware,
own music, our
Bertice Berry
own clothes, and Danielle L. Kiracofe
wanted to bebest of all, we
come a sociolohave our own
gist.
generation of talk show hosts.
She turned instead to comPeople from 18-30 who under- edy, then talk shows. She
stand our generation. We are a brings a spark of vitality back
generation of latch-key kids, a to the talk show genre begun
generation of AIDS, and a gen- by Phil Donahue.
eration terrified of the job marFor the day timers, shows
ket.
can sometimes be mindless, but
Our special hosts are day- for the most part, they are simtime hosts Ricki Lake and ply fun and entertaining.
Bertice Berry and late night
Serious shows are helpful
and informative. They discuss
subjects most people can relate
to, such as being a nerd in high
school or guests whose best
shows would lead
friend is chasing their boylessand ofhttlehelp
friend.
1pm so™
They spawn topics of conpica. You
versation at lunch, at work.
As for the late nighter, it is
Make your summer count.
defenders famili
thirty-year-old Conan O'Brien,
Plan to earn credits to meet your
who replaced David Letterman
needs and your college's requirements
when he left for an earlier time
— at an affordable cost.
|||p§$|)|$
zone.
Although O'Brien's apnger; Custody
pears more nervous than the
Nine-week Summer session
earlier eveninghosts, the show
Classes begin May 31 and end Aug 5
is more relaxed, appealing to
(Final Exams - Aug 8-9)
those who make a habit of late
Registration - Wednesday, May 25
was a nerd &>
lam beautiful
nights like college-aged kids.
He showcases talent of the
Tuition for residents of Clarendon, Lee and Sumter counties for the
Wonders
small scale, especially bands.
Summer Session is $29.40 per credit hour. A three-credit hour course
The music on the show is the
is $88.20, plus application fees and textbooks. Tuition slightly higher
• Donahue: The rights of the
alternative of the alternative.
for residents of other counties.
Goo-Goo Dolls, Bikini Kill, and
•Bertice Berry: When a mat*
between a *et of
Belly have appeared
Earn credits in such areas as COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY...
twins
Okay, there is a point to all
HISTORY... ENGLISH... MATHEMATICS...
of this. The point is we are
PSYCHOLOGY... PUBLIC SPEAKING... BIOLOGY.
tuning in to these shows, talkRequest a listing of courses available this summer. Write the
ing about them over lunch and
thinking about them later. This
Office of Admissions, Central Carolina Technical College,
is one thing our generation
506 North Guignard Drive, Sumter, S.C. 29150,
I BUY ANY HOAGIE
seems to have in common.
or call TOLL-FREE 1-800-221-8711, Extn. 205.
I
GET A 2nd FOR
Everyone watched some show
|
V, PRICE
last night, everyone caught the
latest
on Oprah. We mat not
I (of equal or lesser value)
have Woodstock and bell botNot good with any ether offer
Open 7 Days
•
Expiree 42094
toms and the greed of previous
T E C H N I C A L
C O L L E G E
QOi o AAA
10% Off With
Located across. generations, but we do have
•
« ,
student ID
Central Carolina Technical College does na discriminate In admitaiona or employment on the
" 760 Cherry Road Not valid with any other offerfrom the Commons' our talk.
basMof race. aax. color. age.religion,national origin or handicap. #5187/2/94
And we're tuning in.
mmmmm••••••

Telling it like it is, is
what today's talk show hosts
aim to do. They discuss
issues like a woman who hates
her best friend's children and
so forth.
This type of discussion is
not found on the news; however, it can be found on today's
television talk shows like
Bertice Berry, Ricki Lake,
Oprah Winfrey, Sally Jesse
Raphael and Montel Williams.
"Despite the obvious age
gap, these three [Berry,
Winfrey and Williams] try to
stay on the pulse of today's
world and somehow make it
broader to the lives of young
adults like myself," Elandee
Chapman, a pie med major,
said.
According to Haney
Howell, assistant professor of

GOING HOME TO SUi
THIS SUMMER?

how to

S t e a k 'N H o a g i e S h o p

CENTRAL CAROLINA
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Distractions
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By Jesse W. Campbell
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By Darryl Hughey

Galactic Knight

The mass of enemy fighters converge on the light fightersfreshfromthe kill of the enemy
battleship. In the aerial ballet of deadly combat the fighters weave and dodge and die. In the
tradition of the Battle of Britain and other great battles the fighters desperately defend their
home. In the distance a group of men chafe as the battle continues. Still in hiding, the heavy
fighter group awaits the chance to enter the battle.

Fluff

By Brian Davis
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TIES THAT BIND

Last week's
puzzle
solution

By Pete Kaliner

Magnum

I dunno, Mom. Dad just asked Billy to pull his finger.

AteYerMiA/kj

Suggestions for Distractions?
Call us at 323-3419.
We want to know what you think!
n

Weekly Crossword
Cooperstown Hopefuls

ACROSS
1 Weaving machine
5 More ashen
10 Information
14 Cadabralead In
15 Got up
16 Era, eras,
17 Demeanor
18 Lasso
19 Prong
20 Home of the Braves

|i

24 Fuel
25 Gregg girl
26" Witches' town
29 Hwy
V
30 RaBrcadcar
34 Swear
35
Unqus
36 Songster Clark
37
Tin Tin ,
38 Ozzle Smith's
workplace :-i
40 Veterans' org. *
41,, Shiny
43 Most Important
44 Red Rose
45 Art supporter
46 Restroomslgn
47 Fathered
48 Sponsorship
50 Healthy
51 Baseball palaver
54 Bench occupation
58 Dramatist Moss
59 Fleshy proboscis animal
62 And others:Latln
63 Child's marble
64 Precedes H.S.
65 Actress Russo
66 Nice heads
67 Betsy or Barney
DOWN
1 Buddhist Monk
2 Deadly notice
3 Dodger's Hershiser

By Gerry Frey

|2 |3 |4

14

n
20

W n T '
M
—— — — .

4 LaSorcla's occupation
5 Segments
6 Vicinity
-'
7 Mauna
8 Manor
9 To plunder
10 Tigers'home
11 Solo vocal
12 OJ brand
13 "Suits you to
"
21 Vietnam nickname
23 Concluded
25 Umpires'calls
27 St Theresa's town
28 Ms. Home & others
29 Game offlclal:Abrev
31 Barer
32 Inspire
33 Ranted's partner
35 One of some
36 To double over
38 Small Island
39 Poet's word

© 1994 All rights reserved GFR Associates
. . . P,O. B(Jlt461, 5ch?ne«tp4y. W
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42 Mariners home,
44 Ryan's occupation
46 Delusion
47 Pose
49 Pester.2 wds
50 Transportation fees
51 Sonny's ex
52 Despise
53 Galway's Islands
54 Quote
55 Angel's headpiece
57 Dreamy movements
60 Singer Benatar
Quotable Quote
"/ don't like that Hubert H.
Humphrey Metrodome. It's a
shame that a great guy like
Humphrey had to be
named after it."
Billy Martin
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WINTHROP CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn
$2000+
monthly.
Summer/holidays/
fulltime. World travel.
Caribbean, Hawaii,
Europe, Mexico. Tour
Guides, Gift Shop Sales,
Deck Hands, Casino
Workers, etc. No
Female
roommate experience necessary.
needed to share 2 BR CALL 602-680-4647.
apartment located 1 EXT. C147.
block freom campus.
$187.50 + 1/2 utilities. ALASKA SUMMER
Call 324-9957 for more EMPLOYMENT fisheries. Many earn
info.
$2000+/mo. in canneries
or $3000-$6000+/mo. on
Rooms for rent
fishing vessels. Many
Large, unfurnished employers provide benrooms within walking efits. No exp. necesdistance of Winthrop. sary: For more info, call:
$225/month,
$100 1-206-545-4155 ext.
deposit. Non-smokers A5382
only. 324-2203. Leave
message.
CRUISE
SHIPS
HIRING-Earn up to
FEMALE ROOMMATE $2500+/mo. on Cruise
NEEDED TO SHARE 2 Ships or Land-Tour comBEDROOM,
2 panies. World travel.
B A T H R O O M
Summer & Full-Time
APARTMENT. NON- employment available.
SMOKERS ONLY. No exp necessary. For
CALL 327-0372
info, call 1-206-634-0468
ext. C5382
Need a place to stay for
the summer? Stay at
HELP!!!
940 Oakland Avenue.
Just
$175/month *Sketch Artists
""Persons
familiar
includes
utilities.
with Southern Brazil
Females only. Call 329(Natives)
3456.
*Persons familiar with
Hey its me again just
French Alps/Paris
dropping a few lines to
(Natives)
let you know that I was •Part Time Travel
thinking about you. I
Agent
still want to see Moori *Child Sitters
of you. NBG!
Should be here through
summer
Sell, hire or advertise Phone Charles Park
in The Johnsonian
327-4487
each and every week.
* EXTRA INCOME*
Johnsonian
Earn $200-$500 weekly
mailing 1994 Travel
brochures. For more
information send a self
Rates: 1st 25
addressed stamped
words...$1.20 for
students +60 cents each envelope to: Travel
Network, P.O. Box
additional 10 words.
612530, Miami, FL
(Call for off-campus
33161
rates at 323-3419.)
2 bedroom townhouses,
1 1/2 baths, fully
equipped kitchen, swimming pool and on-site
laundry room. $425 /
month, water, and ca!ble
included. Located at
Foxfire Apartments on
Ebenezer Road. Call 3664000 for information.

One out of 15 male college
students reports committing
rape or attempting it. Most of
the time, the victim is another
student. And the rapist
someone you would least
suspect.
The fact is, whenever a man
forces a woman to have sex.itis
rape. No matter who he is, it is
a criminal offense. And it should
be reported. Because a
collection of varsity letters or
club offices won't hold off a jail
sentence.
Varsity Club, Drama Club,
Dean's List, Student Council,
Rapist

CuCturaC 'Events

H E L P WANTED

After all, rape isn't a privilege.
It's a felony. Even for the biggest
man on campus.

Against her will is against the law.
C1990 Rape Treatment Center. Sanu Monica Hospital

April
13

Time
7:30 p.m.

13
13-16

8 p.m.
8 p.m.

14

5 p.m.

14
15

8 p.m.
2 p.m.

18

1 p.m.

18

8 p.m.

19

1 p.m.

19
20

8 p.m.
8p.m

Event
Slide show, "Wintbrop University:
One Hundred Years in Rock Hill"
Winthrop Symphonic Sand
Winthrop Theatre, "A Lesson from
Aloes," admission $2.50

Place
Dacus 18
Byrnes Aud.
Johnson
Studio
Theatre
Kinard Aud.

Lecture and slide show, "Impressions
of Brazil," Dr. William Blough
Tillman Aud.
Student recital, Joe Herlong, trumpet
Lecture, T h e Status of Guatamalan
Kinard Aud.
Refugee Women," Dr. Constance Myers
Kinard 115
Honors Lyceum, "Educational Trends
for the 21st Century," Pat Graham
Tillman Aud.
Student recital, Leslie McCotter,
soprano
Exhibition W a l k t h r o u g h , "MFA
Rutledge
Galleries
Thesis Exhibitions"
Winthrop Jazz Ensemble
Tillman Aud.
Tillman Aud.
Delta Omicron/Phi Mu Alpha Spring

Kiwanis Club
of Rock Hill, SC
1994-1995
Winthrop University
$1,000 Scholarship

This Week at Winthrop
WEDNESDAY
•Baseball vs. UNC Charlotte, 3 p.m., softball
field
•Effective resume writing, 4-5 p.m., Career Ser
vices
•Winthrop Symphonic Band, 8 p.m., McBryde
Hall
•"A Lesson from Aloes," 8 p.m., Johnson Studio
Theatre, admission $5 general, $2.50 students
runs through Saturday
THURSDAY
•Teddy Bear Tea Party, 3:30 p.m., Tillman Aud.
SATURDAY
•Lecture, "Growing up Brady: I was a teenage
Greg," by Barry Williams, Tillman Aud., $2 w/
ID, $5 without
SUNDAY
•PACE Awards Program, 4 p.m., McBryde Hall
TUESDAY
•Baseball vs. The Citadel, 3 p.m., baseball field

Applicant Criteria
R e s i d e n t of R o c k Hill
School D i s t r i c t #3 w h o is
a full time Winthrop
s t u d e n t w i t h a 3.00 G P A .
2. L e a d e r s h i p t h r o u g h
participation in c a m p u s
organizations.
3. F i n a n c i a l n e e d m a y b e
considered for otherwise
qualified applicants.
1.

Scholarship pays $1,000
annually in $500
installments paid directly to
Winthrop. Previous recipients
must re-apply for each
academic year.
Applications and details:
Ann Scott Terry
PO Box 11706
Rock Hill, SC 29731
or call 329-7027 daytime.
Deadline for applications:
May 16,1994

1994-95 Positions now available
(

Ifit Johnsonian is nozo
taking appdcations for the
foICozihng postions:
•News editor
•Sportseditor
•Arts editor
•Entertainment editor

•Lifestyles editor
•Photographers
•Cartoonists
•Business manager

Applications are avaiblable in the Student Publications office in the basement of Bancroft. Applications are due Friday, April 15. No experience is
required and all majors are encouraged to apply.

